A sample invitation to a fundraising salon-- could be emailed or laid-out on note cards.
You are Invited.....
Date and time.

A Fundraising Salon to support
Sunsara Taylor's Campus Speaking Tour
From the Burkha to the Thong: Everything Must, and Can, Change—
WE NEED TOTAL REVOLUTION!
“What happens to a woman–whether toiling her life away in sweatshops from China to Haiti,
being raped by soldiers in the Congo, or being denied an abortion in the U.S. –
is NOT her individual problem.
It is systemic and global.
It happens to all of us...
“On campuses nation-wide, Sunsara Taylor will make the case for why there is no biological, god-given,
or man-made reason why things have to remain this way–and how things can change through
revolution and through building a movement for revolution–starting now!”
– From the Tour Announcement
At the home of __________________________
Sunsara T aylor is on a nationwide campus speaking tour. She began on Feb. 23 at New York University, then travelled
to the University of Chicago, and is onto UCLA, UC Berkeley and the University of Hawai’i. She is opening up to a new
generation the realities of women's oppression and drawing young women and men into a revolutionary movement to
liberate women as a cornerstone of emancipating humanity. Imagine the impact when students are challenged and inspired
to start thinking and acting outside the deadly terms of the politics of the possible and lift their sights and dreams.
The salon will be a chance to meet and talk with Sunsara about the tour and her experiences over the past year on
campuses around the country. The salon will also be an opportunity to engage with her and each other about critical
questions facing humanity – especially the liberation of women. Finally, and extremely importantly, by contributing
financially at this salon you will be playing a very meaningful role in making this tour possible.
Please RSVP to ____________________
Suggested contribution: $50-$250
If you cannot attend but want to support the tour, please make checks payable to “Sunsara's World” and mail to:
Sunsara's World, c/o Revolution Books, 146 West 26th Street, New York, NY 10001
Sunsara Taylor is a writer for Revolution newspaper, a host of WBAI's Equal Time for Free Thought, and sits on the
Advisory Board of World Can't Wait. She has written on the rise of theocracy, wars and repression in the U.S., led in
building resistance to these crimes, and contributed to the movement for revolution to put an end to all this. She takes as
her foundation the new synthesis on revolution and communism developed by Bob Avakian. You can find her impressive
verbal battles with Bill O'Reilly and various political commentary on things from abortion to religion by searching
“Sunsara Taylor” on youtube.

